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Clipping from J ap anese newspaper reporti ng the studies being conducted by Haverford
Psych ol ogy Professor Sidney Perloe i n that country's Minoa National Forest.

Japanese Macaques Offer Clues
About H~man Society
Within the steep mountains of central
Japan lies the Minoa National Forest,
thick with Japanese Cyprus trees and
damp from the mist of cascading waterfalls. A rocky dirt road cut through the
vegetation and leads to a clearing where
a small band of Japanese monkey it
and groom each other.
Not far from the gathering is another
primate, but he is not a member of the
group. He stands erect, holds a notepad
and pencil in his hands, and wears headphones attached to a pocket-sized casette recorder. The machine emits a faint
clicking sound every 30 seconds , whereupon notations are made on the notepad: " Ken is groomed by Ba bon , Ken
leaves and approaches Oliver, Ken
chases Oliver."
The notes are part of data that was rece ntly collected by Haverford Profe sor
of Psychology Sidney Perloe (the stranger with the headphones) who spent last
year in Japan conducting primatological
re earch . Perloe was affiliated with Osaka University, an institution highly regarded for its contributions to the field of
primate behavior.
Perloe spent close to 500 hour observing Japanese macaques in their native habitat. One of his investigations focused on the mating strategies of male
monkeys located on different levels of
the group 's dominance hierarchy (dominance being determined by the length of
time a male has been a member of a particular group).
Based on previous re earch by primatologists , Perloe expected that the males
would compete with each other for access to the de irable femal es - the higher
the rank of the male, the more likely he
would be succes ful in competition for

desirable partners . Females are most desirable to males when they are high status and at the peak of their reproductive
period. The males they find most attractive are also high status.
What Perloe observed , however, was
not expected . He found that the two
highest ranking males were strikingly
less successful at mating than the other
males. It was not, however, that they
were too old or that they weren 't attracted to the females . Rather, it was the females who seemed to be avoiding them
and outrightly rejecting them.
Why would this be?
Perloe believes the lack of mating
among high-status males is related to
how long they have been members of the
group , and explains their rejection by the
females as a strategy developed to avoid
incest.

" Evolution has resulted in animals that
tend to avoid incestuous mating because
incest increases the likelihood of birth
defects and stillbirths ," explains Perloe.
As a result, animals living today are
the descendants of ancestors who avoided incest and they have inherited genes
which led them to develop incest avoidance. Females develop tendencies to
avoid mating with males who have had
close relationships with their mothers
continued to page 3

President Stevens
Appointed to National
Council
President Robert Stevens ha been
appointed to a six-year term with the
National Counci l on the Humanities.
Nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate, the twenty-sixmember council reviews grant applications (amounting to approximately $130
million each year) for the National Endowment for the Humanities.
In 1965 the Endowment was established by Congress as an independent
grant-making agency of the federal government to support scholarship, research , education and public programs
in the humanities. The fina l responsibility for awards rests with the chairman of
NEH who is advised by the National
Council on the Humanities.
President Stevens regards his appointment which took effect in mid-October,
as " an honor for Haverford , particularly
in view of the College's preeminence in
the area of liberal arts."
As to his work with the council , he
says , " I look forward to having this opportunity to help shape and promote
scholarship and research in the humanities. " I

Tax Refonn'86 and
Charitable Gifts
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 was
passed by both houses of Congress and
signed by the President on October 22.
The Act changes many of the groundrules for financial planning , including
the planning of charitable contributions.
It is not anticipated that the Act will have
a major impact on giving to Haverford
over the next few years. According to
Hogie Han en, vice president for lnstitutitonal Advancement, "Alumni, parents
and friend contribute to Haverford because they recognize the importance of
their support in achieving our educational objectives . Tax incentives are not the
primary motivation."
A number of features of the Act may
have consequences , however, on the
timing and size of contributions to the
College.
Perhaps the most significant change
made by the Act is the revi ion of the tax
rate structure. The existing fifteen marginal income tax brackets will be reduced in 1987 to five, ranging from II %
to 38.5%; in 1988 only two brackets will
remain : 15% and 28o/o. Some higher income taxpayers , however, will also pay a
gradually increasing " surcharge" of 5%,
bringing the effective rate for these taxpayers to 33% in 1988 and later year .
One consequence of the change in
rates is that it will " cost" more to make a
charitable contribution in 1987 and 1988
for those who itemize their deductions.
For example, the cost of a $1 ,000 gift in
1986 from a donor who is presently in
the 50% top marginal tax bracket is $500,
compared to a cost of $615 in 1987 and
$720 in 1988.
This year is the first and only year in
which donors who do not itemize deductions on their tax returns will be able to
continued to page 3
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the evening ol Seplem·
ber 1, moments after Opening
Collection, chimes rang out
across Founders Green signaling
the start of the fall semester and
the revival of an old Haverford
tradition - the ringing of
Founders' bell.
Other than during commencements, it was the first time the
bell had been rung since 1980
when its chimes announced the
College's decision to become
coeducational.
In earlier years the bell summoned students to class, meals
and weekly Collections.
Now, thanks to the initiative of
a small group of students, the
bell can be heard again every
Tuesday before Collection and
every evening at 7.
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Summer Institute at
Haverford
For the forty-nine high school teachers
who attended a three-week History Institute at Haverford thi s summer, the experience was analogous to a retreat.
Designed to renew teachers ' interest in
the critical study of history, the Institute ,
according to organizer Marjorie Merklin,
" was a chance for high school teachers
to meet with colleagues and college faculty with whom they could discuss current research in history.
" It also provided participants an opportunity for intellectual stimulation and
professional growth ."

''Harlem,

1957", part of a thirty- year
photography retrospective by
Larry Fink, was on exhibit in
the College's Comfort Gallery
during September.
On display until mid-November
were Edward Curtis' photographs
of American Indians and-Doris
Ulmanns' prints of Appalachian
Craftsmen and Southern Blacks.
The semester's final exhibit
will be a series of scuptures and
paintings by Hillary Johnston,
Kevin Tuttle and Richard Bechtel.

History Institute faculty and coordinators
(standing I tor): Robert Bannister, Jr. ,
director of Haverford Institute program and
professor of history at Swarthmore College;
Robert Duplessis, associate professor of
history and department chairman,
Swarthmore; and Roger Lane, Benjamin R.
Collins Professor of Social Sciences,
Haverford College. (Seated, I tor): Linda
Gerstein, William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor of
History, Haverford and Marjorie Merklin,
administrative director for the
Commonwealth Partnership.

From the Reformation of the 16th century to twentieth century social history,
the focus of many of the Institute's lecture was on ordinary people · their family lives, community tructures, and their
social and political views. Providing
much of the social history research were
Haverford faculty Roger Lane and Linda
Gerstein and Swarthmore College historians Robert Bannister and Robert
Duplessis .
Teachers not only reflected on the
pecific material covered , but they
shared ideas about ways of applying
such information to their own secondary
curricula.
Morning lectures were followed by
sma ll group discussions which often
continued over dinner and into the evening.
"We were totally immersed in what we
were learning," explains Nancy Letts ,
American studies teacher from Strath
Haven High School in Wallingford , Pa.
" Living on campus for three weeks
and having that time totally to ourselves
without the demands of family and our
own teaching responsibilities was very
stimulating and enjoyable,"Letts adds.
Harriet Crane who teaches ancient
and medieval as well as American history at the Baldwin School in Bryn Mawr,
had much the same reaction to time
spent with colleagues and the history
faculty. " Because we stayed on campus
and spent that kind of time together, we
developed a whole new network of
friends and colleagues. "
Now back in their own classrooms
some participants , including Dr. Paul
Dickler, are trying new approaches to
their curricula as a result of their experience at the Institute.
" In the past,"says Dickler," the emphasis in my American history classes had

been on the political and economic
trends of a given period ." Now, in his advanced placement classes at Neshaminy
High School in Langhorne,Pa. , he has
begun to assign students readings from
primary and secondary source material
relating to common folk .
" For example," notes Dickler," some
of my classes are examining the diary of
the oldest survivor from the Boston Tea
party."
William Skowronksi , an advanced
placement history teacher with
Monsignor Bonner High School in Drexel
Hill , Pa. , also sees social history as an
important new element to his teaching.
" Looking at a specific period of history in
terms of the family life of those times ,
makes the material more relevant for students ," says Skowronski.
"When they learn about the way children were treated in the factories in England in the 1800's , they can make comparisons to today's work environment.
" For myself, professionally,"concludes Skowronski ," it was a great boost
to be part of the Institute.
"It deepened my sense of history and
created a feeling of community between
all of the teachers and professors ."
Last summer a similar institute on literature was conducted at Bryn Mawr
Coll1ege. Both are part of a program developed by the Commonwealth Partnership, a consortium of twelve private, liberal arts colleges and universities in
Pennsylvania, organized to strengthen
secondary-school instruction in the
humanities .
Funding for the summer institute in
history was provided by the National Endowment for the Humanities and The
Pew Memorial Trust. I

---~----------------------

A familiar sight during Customs Week

Class of 1990
Sets New Records
" Impressive academic and extracurricular records " mark Haverford's class of
1990, reports Director of Admissions ,
William Ambler. With a I 0% increase in
app~ications over last year, this incoming
class stands out in several ways .
TI1e percentage of minorities, foreign
students and women in the freshman
class exceeds all previous highs: 16% are
minorities, 7% are foreign nationals and
47% are women . More than 90% ranked in
the top quarter of their high school class.
In non-academic activities the freshmen
were equally strong, with 52% winning a
varsity letter, 32 % serving as editors of
school publications and 38% participating
in school music organizations.
In addition to the 286 new freshmen ,
there are five exchange students: two
from Spelman College in Atlanta, Georgia,
the second such exchange with Haverford; two from Claremont-McKenna in
Claremont, California; and one from the

University of Kent at Canterbury, England.
Altogether the cia s of 1990 comes
from 32 states, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico and 10 foreign nations . I

Calms' "Black Madonna "

Cairns Dedicates
Sculpture to Janschka
After thirty-five years in Bryn Mawr College's Fine Arts program , Fritz Janschka,
Fairbank Professor in Humanities , retired in 1985.
Supported by the Catherwood Foundation , Janschka first came to Bryn Mawr
as an artist-in-residence, was later promoted to full profes or and eventually
held a distinguished chair. In honor of
his vast contribution in creating and developing the fine arts program at Bryn
Mawr, Chris Cairns , professor of Fine
Arts at Haverford , dedicated a recent
sculpture entitled " Black Madonna."
" Fritz has always been very inspirational to me," says Cairns. In 1970 the
two artists met and have remained close
friends and colleagues ever since. Cairns
claims that Janschka has been a ro le
model because he is " ... a working artist.
Fritz works every day; his work always
comes first ," explains Cairns. " He's been
able to keep his artistic identity clear ....
Furthermore, his students have said he
was a great teacher, just very honest and
thoughtful. n
"Black Madonna," a bronze in an edi tion of seven , remains permanently on
the Bryn Mawr campus , located between
Wyndham and Erdman Halls. I

NSF Fellowship Awards
Recent science graduates Peter Margolis, Russell Hill and Joel Shore were
among a highly select group of college
students from around the country to
receive National Science Foundation
Graduate Fellowship awards. The NSF
fellowships provide a stipend of $11 ,100
for each of three years of full -time graduate study at any institution in the
country. Students also receive a $5,250
cost-of education allowance.
Margolis and Hill were among 134 students chosen for the NSF fellowships in
the biological sciences. Both are working on research this fall in molecular biology at Harvard and the California Institute of Technology, respectively. Shore ,
who was one of 40 in the country awarded a fellowship in physics, is working in
the area of theoretical physics at Cornell
University.
Haverford's undergraduate science
programs are rated among the best in the

country. This is due, in part, to Haverford 's senior research programs. " Every
senior who wishes to do research , can,"
notes Haverford Biology Chair Ariel
Loewy.
Thirty-three years ago Loewy redirected the focus of the College 's biology research and teaching toward what was a
relatively new area then - cellular biology. Today it is one of the most active research areas in the country.
Becau e research at Haverford is built
into their teaching time , the science faculty and their students are able to sustain
a level of research that is unusual at
most undergraduate institutions .
" For the undergraduate science student, senior research is a very important
transition from studying ideas to actually
working on real problems, " adds Loewy.
" It's sort of a window into the next phase
of a student's social and intellectual development, and we feel that we must
provide that opportunity."
Biology Professor Chris Goff agrees ,
adding, " Our students work directly with
us on what are nationally funded research projects, so an organization like
the NSF is aware of Haverford's program
and the calibre of its students." I
continued from cover

Japanese Macaques Offer Clues
and with whom they are very familiar because those males are often the females '
fathers .
" High-status males who have been in
the group a very long time ," adds Perfoe ," are also familiar and therefore, are
also rejected by females even if they are
not the fathers of these females ."
" Hence ," he concludes," the females
reject the high-status males on the basis
of incest avoidance."

Rodger Jardine and
Senti Thobejane, Class
of 1990
Like many international students enrolled at Haverford, Rodger Jardine and
Senti Thobejane are a very long way from
home and family. In some ways , though ,
the marked contrast between the peacefulness of a college campus and the
turmoil of their real home, makes that
distance seem even greater. Both students are natives of Johannesburg, South
Africa .
Twenty-two-year-old Senti Thobejane
left his home in 1980 after increasing political pressure made it difficult for him
to remain in South Africa . Then sixteen,
he escaped to Lesotho, leaving behind
five younger siblings.
One year later, assisted by the United
Nations and the African National Congress , Thobejane flew to Tanzania where
he completed his high school education
at SOMAFCO (the African National Congress Freedom School) . In 1985 he was
awarded a scholarship from the United
Nations to attend the Armand Hammer
United World College in New Mexico. It
was there that he met a Haverford alumnus who encouraged him to explore the
College.
" Haverford seemed like a good place
for me to continue my studies," he explains . " I came here because student/faculty relationships seemed much closer
than what I might have experienced at a
large university."

Why would a social psychologist,
whose primary business is studying the
processes underlying behavior in human
societies , be interested in watching
monkeys?
" Primate societies are related to human societies in that both exhibit vari able or flexible behavior (as opposed to
rigid , instinctual behavior that is typified
by insect societies) ," explains Perloe .
" The mainstream thinking has been that
flexible behavior is the result of cultural
influences , but since monkeys do not
have a culture, their behavior must be influenced by other factors . It is these noncultural determinants of behavior that
may give us some clues as to the origins
of human society." I

Rodger Jardine

" I'm very concerned about health care
there . With only one doctor for several
thousand people, South Africa is very under-developed in that area.
" Even if apartheid were abolished
overnight," he adds ," malnutrition and
adverse health conditions would still
exist."
" I want to become involved in helping
to create alternative educational structure in my country," says Jardine.
" Part of my reasons for being here at
Haverford is to equip myself academically so that I will have something to contribute when I return home." I

new faculty support fund
has enabled four professors to
increase the level of assistance in
their current research. Jon Schull
(Psychology) , together with
Drexel University neuroscientist
Donald McEachron, will continue
to probe the link between manic
depression, circadian rhythms
and thyroid dysfunction; David
Pine (Physics) is exploring dynamic light scattering in colloidal
crystals; Irving Finger (Biology)
is looking at the expression of
genes; and Daniel Geselowitz
(Chemistry) is working on anumber of projects involving electron
transfer.

continued from cover

Tax Reform

Senti 1hobejane
Haverford Psychology Professor Sidney
Perloe in the Minoo National Forest.

A

Twenty-one-year-old Rodger Jardine
was drawn to Haverford for many of the
same reasons . " I wanted to be a person
rather than a number in the United
States ," he says , "and the atmosphere of
the campus , its size and its academic
reputation were attractive to me."
Jardine's family still resides in South
Africa with the exception of one brother
who is a graduate student in Fairfax, Va.
It was while Jardine was visiting him in
Washington, D.C. , that he also met a
Haverford graduate and became interested in the College.
While both students have adapted to
college life and to their studies with relative ease, South Africa and its current
problems are never far from their
thoughts . " I look forward to the day
when I will be able to return and be
a part of its development," explains
Thobejane.

take the full value of charitable contributions as deductions . No deduction for
non-itemizers will be available after this
year.
Gifts of appreciated property-especially appreciated securities-will also
be treated quite differently in future
years . Presently, the full fair market value
of such property may be claimed as a
charitable deduction , and all capital
gains tax liabilities are avoided .
While gifts of appreciated property will
remain deductible in the future , the appreciation portion of the gift assets will
be treated as a " tax preference item."
When added to other preference items,
such as some tax shelter investments ,
donors may be required to pay additional tax under alternative minimum tax
provisions-effectively rendering taxable
a portion of the value of the gift.
Cash and appreciated property contributed to charitable trusts will continue
to receive favorable tax treatment in future years. For example , the Haverford
Pooled Income Fund for the Future was
established several years ago to manage
gifts from many donors who wish to
make a substantial contribution to the
College , while retaining the right to receive the income from their gifts for life.
It operates like a mutual fund and distributes income quarterly to all Fund
participants on a unit basis. The donor
receives a charitable contribution deduction in the year the gift is made,
based upon actuarial factors , and at the
end of the participant's lifetime, the units
held by that participant are transferred to
the College for its educational purposes.
Under the new tax law the Pooled Income Fund and other charitable remainder trusts should continue to be attractive vehicles for making major gifts to
Haverford. Additional information is
available from the College's Development Office. I

N
ew Informational signs
like the one shown here, were installed at various locations
around campus this past summer.
Designed by the architectural
firm Wallace, Roberts and Todd,
the signs have a distinctively Haverford look with their sharp black
backgrounds, striking red trim,
and white lettering. In addition to
directional and building location
signs, two maps have been added, one near the main parking lot
at the corner of Hall Drive and
Featherbed Lane, and the other
on Carter Road near Stokes Hall.
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Tamara Lave '90 l eads the fiel d
for Haverford in the PAIAW
Championships (at Haverford).

Julie Baier '89 slams a winner
against Swarthmore.

Interest in Athletics
High at Haverford
Despite the athletic reputations enjoyed by the University of Oklahoma,
Penn State and schools in the Atlantic
Coast and the Big Ten Conferences ,
none has as high a percentage of student
participation in athletics as does Haverford. Thirty-seven percent of the College's 1,045 students played on one or
more intercollegiate sports in 1985-86.
In addition to the 16 intercollegiate
sports Haverford offers, students are also
active in several intramural and club
sports. About 400 students played on intramural teams this year, with basketball ,
soccer and volleyball having been the
most popular.
The highest enrollments in athletic instructional classes at Haverford have
been in tennis and squash. At least 75
students enrolled in squash during each
of the two winter quarters this past year.
" Squash is the fastest growing class ," remarked Albert Dillon, the men's tennis
coach and the director of racquet sports
at Haverford. "With the new squash
courts, we're getting a lot of new players ,
some of whom have had very little exposure to athletics. They learn a lot here,
and they enjoy it. When they graduate
from Haverford , they have confidence in
their ability in this area." Dillon also noted that there are now more women
signed up for his tennis and squash
classes than men.
The admission of women as freshmen
to Haverford in 1980 increased the number of intercollegiate sports and athletes
at the College. In six years, Haverford 's
women's intercollegiate programs have
grown as quickly as those at any other
school in the United States.
Field hockey, basketball and lacrosse
first fielded teams in 1980-8 1, and volleyball and tennis were added the next year.
The newest intercollegiate sport for
women , soccer, started as a two-college
club with Bryn Mawr in 1983. 1n 1984,
Charlie Kramer coached a club of Haverford women , and after attracting large
numbers and posting a 6-4 record , the
team received varsity status in 1985.
More than 30 women tried out for the
varsity this fall. The squad has already
posted wins this season over St. Joseph's
University and LaSalle University, a pair
of Division I institutions.
The other women's teams have also
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posted significant achievements in the
short period of time they have been established. The women 's fie ld hockey
team has won the Philadelphia Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (PAIAW) Division lii title for the
past three seasons. Haverford's women's
tennis has qualified two players for the
NCM Championships each of the last
two seasons, and under Coach Ann
Koger, has won 45 of 67 matches in five
seasons.

After several strong seasons under its
first coach, Associate Athletic Director
Penny Hinkley, the women's lacrosse
team accomplished several " firsts" last
spring under new coach Deborah Gallagher.
In its first year of Middle Atlantic Conference (MAC) competition , the squad
endedl the season undefeated . The women later won the MAC championship ,
were ranked fifth in the country in NCM
Division lll , and earned the first NCM
tournament bid for a women's team at
Haverford .
Haverford also fields junior varsity
teams in women 's field hockey, volleyball , baseball , men's soccer, and men's
and women's lacrosse and tennis. The
squadls play nearly as extensive schedules as the varsities , and they offer all interested students competitive opportunities . Many current varsity players at
Haverford started on junior varsity teams .
"Everybody is encouraged to enjoy
what !they are doing," points out crosscountry and track coach , Tom Donnelly.
"The 1enthusiasm that the coaches bring
to their jobs allows even those with little
self-confidence to forget their inhibitions
and to have fun ." I

---~-------------------

Fihn Careers

When film was suggested as the topic
for this semester's career panel on the
Arts , Director of Career Development
Liza Bernard found that a surprising
number of Haverford and Bryn Mawr

graduates are pursuing careers in this
area. In fact, more than 25 are working in
the Northeast alone. As a result , students
from both colleges were treated to an
evening of advice and sometimes humorous personal experiences of four
alumni representing various sectors of
the film industry: Jim Wright (H'74), an
editor for Panavideo; Harlan Jacobson
(H'71 ), editor of Film Comment magazine; Joan Shigekawa (BMC'58) , president and executive director of Tuscany
Productions , Inc.; and Nancy Sloss
(BMC'50) , an independent documentary
producer. Previously involved in the film
industry herself, Mae O'Brien (BM'74),
Bryn Mawr's assistant director of admissions, moderated the discussion .
All four panelists offered insights into
the different career paths within the film
industry.
Shigekawa, who is currently directing
the " Program for Art on Film ", a joint
venture of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art and the J. Paul Getty Trust, describerl
what it means to be an independent producer. As she noted , creativity is not the
only aspect of film production.
Once she has an idea for a film ,
Shigekawa must find a client who will fi nance her project as well as someone
who will buy and air the finished
product.
Nancy Sloss, whose work includes the
Emmy Award-winning film , " Escape
from Beirut," also talked about
aspects of independent documentary
production.
She explained that her work primarily
consists of developing a concept and determining the dramatic aspects of the
material. She then must find a location
and hire a crew.
One of the difficulties of independent
production , according to Sloss , is the
need to divide her time between a current project and the cultivation of new
contacts for future work.
The panelists agreed that to acquire
more specialized skills , professional film
schools can be helpful. However, they
are by no means the only route to success in the film industry.
As Liza Bernard concluded: "While
professional film schools may be helpful
in some aspects of the field , the successes of these alumni are evidence that
a sound liberal arts education, coupled
with a good deal of persistence and
dedication , can lead to a rewarding
career in film. " I
Holly Coryell '88
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